
Letters to the Editor

Table 2. Rates of highest-rate partners compared with lowest-rate
partners.

Rate Rate
of two Decrease of two
lowest- on highest- Difference
rate practice rate between

Practice partners rate partners A and B
rate (A) (%) (B) (%)

Episode rate per
person on list 2.0 1.7 15 2.1 19
Consultation rate
per person on list 3.2 2.9 9.3 3.5 17
Patient/consulting
rate per person
on list 0.67 0.63 6 0.71 11
Episode rate per
person under
four years old 2.9 2.5 3 3.4 23

When change does occur, if it is
indeed desirable, I believe doctors may
have to give up some of their archaic
'priestly mantle', which presumes a
right and even an ability to be seen to
cure.

I believe patients may have to change
and come to accept the limitations of
medicine and to accept greater
autonomy and independence.

Finally, I would like to know if any of
your readers have any data which show
how the certificate strike some years
ago, which according to the DHSS
produced the lowest seasonal certified
sickness rate for many years, affected
their consultation rates.

G. H. CURTIS JENKINS
50 Church Road
Ashford
Middlesex
TW15 2TU.
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PRACTICE ORGANIZATION

Sir,
The practice organization committee of
the North of England Faculty has

conducted a five-year study of work-
handling in eight practices. Great varia-
tion was found in the size of practice
staff, the degree of delegation to nurses,
health visitors and midwives, the
demands made by patients and the
doctors' responses to them. One
practice differed widely from the rest in
its use of hospital services. The only
change in organization over the five-
year period was an increase in the issue
of repeat prescriptions.
The range of organization observed

was so wide that no ideal standard could
be described, and it was concluded that
practice organization is not suitable
material for comparative auditing.
Practice organization represents an
equilibrium: a balance between the
social attitudes of patients to medicine
and what might be termed 'style' on the
part of the doctor. Although many
factors must influence both sides of this
equilibrium, it appears to be stable.

I. C. FULLER
Sedgefield
Stockton-on-Tees.

EARLY DIAGNOSIS
OF PREGNANCY

Sir,
May I be permitted two clinical
comments on the paper on the early
diagnosis of pregnancy (June Journal,
p. 335)?
The breast changes of pregnancy are

not described in the paper, and the only
reference is to "tender, tingling
breasts" which is in the nature of a
symptom. The physical signs might well
have been described as prominent veins,

enlargement and pigmentation of the
areolae and nipples with the appearance
of Montgomery's tubercles. These
changes do not regress, of course, and
are therefore of less value to multiparae.
However, one now sees the breast
changes of pregnancy in nulliparous
girls who have been taking the oral
contraceptive pill, so that it is no longer
a reliable physical sign of pregnancy.

Secondly, there is no mention that
systolic murmurs are common in
pregnancy and are a useful confirma-
tory sign. This is mentioned in Green-
hill's book on obstetrics and other
authors state that a systolic murmur can
be heard, in over 90 per cent of pregnant
women (Bleich, 1970; Cutforth and
MacDonald, 1971). In my own practice
I am able to detect a systolic murmur in
over 50 per cent of my antenatal
patients. I have found this physical sign
useful in dealing with missed abortion,
when the murmur has disappeared a day
or two before the 'Pregnosticon' test
has gone negative. This physical sign
deserves to be more widely known.

ANDREW MILLAR
Hethersett
Benson
Oxford.
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DR D. SCOTT NAPIER

Sir,
May I point out that the first provost of
the East Anglia Faculty was not Dr
Scott Napier, as stated in Dr
Woolstone's obituary (June Journal,
p. 382), but was the late James Dundas
Simpson, a member of the Foundation
Council? In commemoration of this an
annual address is delivered by a member
of the Faculty.

It was in the home of Scott Napier in
Norwich that the meeting of foundation
members was held to inaugurate the
Faculty, and he became its first
representative on Council.

GORDON L. Mc CULLOCH
Moorfoot
Bathpool
Launceston.

SINGLE-HANDED
GENERAL PRACTICE

Sir,
I should like to confirm that single-
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handed general practice in this part of
the world is alive and well!
At a conference on teaching in

general practice in Brussels in October
1970, Professor P. S. Byrne, UK, was
asked the following question:

" In your postgraduate training
scheme for general practitioners do you
ask for the co-operation of senior
general practitioners in 'one-man'
practices or in group practices? Please
comment on the number in each
category, and the advantages and dis-

advantages of specialization within a
one-man or a group practice."

Professor Byrne is quoted as replying:
"Single-handed practices-three; group
practices-90. Seventy-five per cent of
general practitioners in the UK are in
groups of two or more. Some experience
in single-handed practice may be pro-
vided, but such practices are dying out
in the UK. Group practices, usually in
purpose-built premises, are alone able
to show the full extent of the health
team, and this method of practice is

rapidly becoming the norm. "
What do other members of the

College feel?

MICHAEL JAMESON
21 Upper Lattimore Road
St Albans, ALI 3UD.
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BOOK REVIEWS

A SHORT TEXTBOOK OF
GENERAL PRACTICE.
3rd EDITION
Denis Craddock
Lewis,
London (1 976)
74 pages. Price E12

If Denis Craddock had bitten off less
and chewed more the results of his
labours would have been more valuable.
As it is, we have a superficial account of
general practice which is ultimately little
more than an incomplete shopping list
for the MRCGP.
The book is divided into sections on

the practice, normal development,
doctors and patients, preventive medi-
cine, and applied medicine and sur-
gery. There is good coverage of fringe
subjects, with manipulation techniques,
acupuncture, and biofeedback all get-
ting a mention, and a useful chapter on
trivial complaints such as thin legs and
minor ailments of the feet.
Throughout the book there are pithy

comments and pieces of advice born of
experience. For example, in dealing with
bed wetting the author comments:
"Fluid restriction is the only treatment
which is said by parents invariably to
have failed. "
The consistent emphasis on the inci-

dence and presentation of diseases is
very helpful. Two other features are
particularly worthy of mention: firstly,
the many references in the text to the
relevant research, and secondly, the
addresses of organizations like the
Coeliac Society and The National
Council For One-Parent Families.
However, this is not a definitive or

comprehensive textbook. Craddock is
the first to accept the limitations im-
posed by his sole authorship. He has to

be selective in his material. For
example, in the introduction to the
longest section in the book, which deals
with applied medicine, he identifies his
reader as a graduate of at least two to
three years' hospital experience. In fact,
such a doctor would be familiar with
most of the information and that which
was new to him would require more
introduction than is available here. He
would incidentally be unfamiliar with
terms like anodynes, macroscopic for
macrocytic, inunction, and hyperpiesis,
which appear as ghosts of the book's
1958 edition.

Finally this is an account of general
practice which only hints at the possi-
bilities and future direction of the
specialty.

STEPHEN HALL

BETWEEN LIFE AND DEATH
Harry Grant-Whyte
Shuter and Shooter,
Pietermaritzburg (1 977)
135 pages. Price £3.50

Between Life and Death is a dramatic
title for a rather undramatic autobi-
ography. The author is an eminent
South African anaesthetist with a pas-
sion for travel-which should provide
interesting material-but with an equal
addiction for name-dropping, and un-
fortunately the latter entirely destroys
the potentialities of the former. This is a
known pitfall for the autobiographer,
and Profesor Grant-Whyte falls head-
long into it, so that bathos takes over.
So often we are led up blind alleys-a
message to Winston Churchill? Interest-
ing: We press on eagerly only to find
some paragraphs later that it was

formally acknowledged by a secretary.
A visit to the eponymous Dr Virginia
Apgar? We don't even get the lunchtime
score. This sort of thing goes on all the
time and the major part of the book
reads like a frothy society column and is
about as enlightening. The reader is left
vertiginous and frustrated by the re-
morseless flickering of names.
The last part is a different matter.

Here the author gives a distillation of
the lifelong thoughts of an intelligent
and percipient man on all medical
matters. He gives us his views on ethics;
the abuse of drugs, both by doctors and
laymen; the growing dangers inherent in
orthodox medicine; the potentialities of
unorthodox medicine; the nasty com-
mercialism of a once altruistic pro-
fession; and his defence of that dying
breed, the general practitioner. All are
intelligent, sensible, provocative and
well worth reading. For a man of such
eminence he has endearing and unusual
qualities of humility and self-examin-
ation, for example, his tacit admission
that as a professional poisoner he has
much to answer for, and his frank
admission that he himself would be
terrified to have an anaesthetic. One
feels that if only he could shed his
besetting sin and make use of his sharp
and enquiring mind to expatiate more
fully upon his opinions, he could write a
very interesting book indeed.

JOHN MILES

SIX MINUTES FOR THE
PATIENT
Enid Balint and 1. S. Norell (eds)
Tavistock, London (1973)
182 pages. Price £2.20

Michael Balint was a major illuminator
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